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ABSTRACT

The paper gives a mechanical contractor's perspective on the issues

involved in energy conservation& Since the mechanical contractor works

with all the actors in the design and construction process) we have

experience with the way people think and make decisions regarding energy

useo The paper is divided into three sectionsQ The first discusses

perceived barriers to the adoption of energy-conservation measures in

both new and sting buildingsQ The second discusses potential policy

solutions to the problem and makes recommendations & The third section

discusses some particular recommendations regarding future HVAC technol

ogy&

INTRODUCTION

Our perspective on the problem of encouraging energy conservation 1n

buildings is based on the of a mechanical contracting firme

R~M~ Thornton, Inc0 installs systems commercial, industrial, and

titutional buildings~ These systems lude heating, vent ion,

and air condit (HVAC), plumbing, ers, process ping, con-

trol wiring, and site utilit All these systems involve the use of

energy and together constitute the major energy consumption in most

buildings~



The mechanical contractor is accustomed to dealing with dynamic sys

tems, with cost and performance considerations, and with changing tech

nologies~ The mechanical contractor works with owners, architects, con

sulting engineers, operating engineers, other contractors, building

inspectors, manufacturers, and occupants, as well as the personnel in

the fielde The mechanical contractor has a practical overview of the

total design-construction-operation sequence~

In addition, as a business involved in'the construction sector, the

mechanical contractor must be familiar with the problems of other

busine:'ses connected with the building trade.....-financing, management,

competition, profitability, etc~--and with their networks, such as the

professional and trade associationsn

R~M~ Thornton, Inc&, in particular, has an interest in energy con

servation both as a direction for national policy and as a source of

table business~ The company It its own headquarters as a

research and demonstration building, incorporating energy storage,

act and pas solar systems, storm water utilization, and compost

toilets0 Our contribution to the study, based on this experience

and erest, can be divided into three parts~ The first, and probably

most in icy terms, consists of perceived barriers to the

oitation of economically viable energy saving opportunities in the

sector@ These barriers are primari psychological, organiza

tional) and atory, as well as economic@ The second part consists

of Ions and recommendations various potential solu-

t The consists of recommended directions for energy saving

technol es a1 systems based on our experience th the

Thornton and other systemso

BARRIERS TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY

There are hundreds of practical opportunities to save energy in the

ion of commercial, industr and institutional buildings,

all aspects of env al control as well as energy-

consuming processes~ At this point the focus for policymakers who want



to encourage greater energy-saving efforts in the buildings sector

should be that decisionmaking process which determines the specifics of

design, construction, maintenance, and operation of real buildings in

the real world $ The technical problems are being solved; at the moment,

the organizational, motivational, and financial problems seem to be more

intractable 10

the Decisionmaker: Who makes the decisions that affect

present and future energy use in these buildings? Basically, it's the

person who spends the money--the owner, president, chief financial off

icer, or administrator~ A significant energy conservation effort may

require changes in operating procedures, personnel, investment in energy

audits and new equipment, or in the case of new buildings, changes in

design which may result in increased first costs~ It's crucial to reach

the person with the authority to make the proper decision$

The person who ordinarily handles construction or maintenance deci

sions may not have the authority to take extraordinary measures, and

therefore business proceeds as usual$ Often the operating. engineer or

other individual in charge of maintenance and operation has a stake 1n

maintaining "business as usuall8" That person will seem negligent to a

superior if an outside expert can point out energy savings opportunities

that have been overlooked ~ It is important to both educate .andenlist

the support of the people charge of day-to-day operatione Some

organizations provide incentives for energy savings0 In-service train

ing may be helpful 18

Since it is so ant to influence the building owners, we need

to understand their motivation& Their behavior regarding the exploita

t of energy conservation opportunities is based on a number of fac

tors

Return On Investment: The most obvious factor, if not always the

most important, is payback 0 Basically, the payback on an energy saving

investment must be greater than on other investments--those perceived as

less risky or more central to the owner's primary business$ This usu

ally means a payback period of less than 3 years~



Building owners must have confidence in their investments~ This

depends on many things" If recommended by someone who they know is

reputable and experienced, if they can get an objective disinterested

opinion, if the equipment supplier is big and well-advertised, or if

they or their advisers are familiar th the products and procedures

involved, then they are more likely to invest"

They must have confidence in the future~ If they foresee death,

disaster, recession, or a change in the regulations, they are less

likely to invest in the future in the form of energy conservation$ They

may prefer to keep any excess cash liquid to cover the payroll, taxes,

creditors, bank payments, or sales costso In times of bad business con

ditions, immediate problems of survival will take precedence over the

comparat long-range problem of energy conservation$

Owners may consider prestige more important, for either emotional or

rat reasonsQ That little extra in terms of first cost may go for

marble in the lobby or chandeliers over the staircaseo

Owners, of course, are subject to the normal human conservatism and

teets, engineers, and contractors, then inertia may prevail

Ie

local

If s lack of act concern is also characteris of

over economics~

Finane : Finane is another QUB The financial com-

is not yet educated to the intricacies of energy conservation and

may be ical or unresponsive 0 thout their to leverage

money, energy conservat will lose out to building investment 0 The

bankers and their accountants need education0

may be unattractive because the

Idings0 Owners may worry about

arly such fields as comput-

alInvestment in

has a shorter life than the

the obsolescence of technology~

ers

owners are postponing action until the government acts6 They

have been led to expect a national energy cy) tax credits, grants,

new stions, etCfJ should they act too early and miss out?



For owners of rental property, the terms of leases or rent control

provisions relating to utility costs may prevent investments & In many

cases, although a tenant is not individually metered and does not pay

utilities directly, the cost of utilities (as well as the saving), is

passed on automatically whereas capital improvement costs cannot be

passed ono There is then little or no incentive for building owners to

invest in energy savinge

Design: Even if the building owners are ready and willing to make
Jt~ .,

enlightened decisions, the results will only be as good as their techni-

cal advisers 0 There are barriers to the achievement of energy-efficient

design0 Energy efficiency as a consideration in building design is new

Although the technology may be available, engineers are also being con-

servative 0 They must stake their reputation on a relatively untested

design, system, or piece of equipment, while their training may not have

prepared them to make such decisions0 They are paid a relatively lim

ited fee; they are not paid to be innovative or to educate themselves in

the new technology~

There is a bewildering variety of energy-conserving procedures,

modifications, designs, and hardware@ Cost optimization 1.8 complex and

interactive~ There is no incentive in the fee structure, usually based

on a percentage of the total cost, for the engineer to make an effort to

save on either energy or first costs, or both (which is preferable) 0

There lS a tendency to on free help from equipment manufac-

turers" A ier such as Hnnou~'oll or Johnson will get a

particular

offer~

t ans and specifications a This is a tempting

The converse of this phenomenon is that no one is out there selling

the simple and inexpens solutionSe Nobodyt s pushing something they

cantt make a profit from So energy saving techniques are overlooked~

There is a tendency to ay it safe~
u If a 40-horsepower- motor

would be sufficient, the usa thing to do 18 to speci a 50-

horsepower motor .. HVAC has practical no s factor in its design;

an owner may add more people, lights, or computers; or the bui



envelope may not be as tight as is anticipated~ Thus, there is a great

incentive to overdesign systems which leads to inefficiencY0

There is a tendency to use the packaged systemsG These are eas

to design and often cheaper to install, but not necessarily the most

energy-efficient choicese Again, the manufacturer may help in de~ign

and troubleshooting, and advertising by manufacturers influences both

engineers and ownerSe The attractiveness of such modular systems may

conflict with energy considerationse

To be effective in achieving an energy-efficient end product, the

building design process has to be informed, unbiased, and comprehensive 0

Energy has to be a concern from the beginninge Often the design

construction timetable is squeezed, and energy optimization is forgot

ten~ To do a good job, architects and engineers need support for educa

tion and information sharing, and they need adequate fees and fee incen

tives for achieving energy savings@

Construction: Contractors also have a role to play in building

energy-efficient buildings~ There is a certain amount of frustration

inherent in the system0 The contractor is usually not expected

or encouraged to contribute to the design process, in spite of extensive

tallat ,start up, and performance experience~ A contractor's cri-

t ism of designs may be resented &

If a contract is won in competit bidding there is no incentive

for the contractor to make an extra effort to save the customer energy

or money, where competition is stiffe However, the design

team c pools the knowledge and efforts of contractor and

des may be an especial valuable institutional innovation in

the context of energy conservation~



SOLUTIONS

Some possible solutions have been mentioned in reference to a

specific problem0 We now discuss these suggestions in general and add

the next level of complexity--some of the problems with the solut

Tax Incentives: Next to deregulation, tax incentives are probably

most often mentioned as solutions9 Existing tax credits for energy

related equipment are not widely known and are even less understood@ In

a recent example with which we were involved, an energy conserving water

source heat pump was installed in a new addition which filled in a

courtyardarea~ Was this or was this not a "rehab" job under the regu

lations? Could the HVAC system be defined as a recuperator hooked to a

heat pipe under the regulations, or was it excluded as a heat pipe on

any of a number of different considerations specified under the a-

tions? Our Association, which had done a study of the

the tax credit, couldn't tell uS& We couldn't find out~

decision on these questions is complex and time consuming *

ations for

Gett a

Tax credits may distort rational decisionmakingo Is it rational to

add solar collectors to an office building when the internal load gen

erates more than enough heat? A practical system might combine storage,

heat diatr ion, and a heat pump 0 But the solar collectors get a tax

credi t ~ Is it possible to specify tax credits 1n anticipation of the

correct des deci when every S1 is different?

A s er t be to reward the owner a

tax credit or subs based on actual dollars saved the t yea.r~

(This would be over a system based on Btu's saved, because it

takes account s on the utilityt s demand charge) ~ In essence

s rewards the owner for the actual energy savings, which is what is

ant for national policy, rather than for the cost of such savings,

wh ludes energy consumed in the change~ A procedure for certi

that sa.vings were permanent and not based a mi Ider winter or low occu-

pancy would be relatively s e to institute~ This could be a one-time

credit or payment and would have the desired effect of the

payback

measures $

od and increas the attractiveness of energy conservat



A tax credit based on the cost of energy conservation might more

appropriately be confined to analysis and design0 Energy conservation

requires, first, an energy audit or budget; second, an overall energy

conservation plan; and third,a system design which includes practical

energy conservation measurese Expenditures for such studies might be

covered by a tax creditG They are front-end costs, with no guarantee of

return on investment, and ideally they are not biased toward any partic

ular procedure, technology, or set of hardware0 Auditors and engineers

might have to be certified0

Grants: We do not feel that competitive grants for energy conserva

tion or solar technologies as presently administered are useful in

influencing the buildings sectoro For a commercial organization, or for

any independent organization, it is very expensive to prepare a propo

sal~ The chances of success are not very good@ Often the successful

companies are those, such as the many aerospace firms, who know the

of government and have personal contacts on which they can

draw~ They are accustomed to gett money from the government, but

may know relatively little about building design or constructionR

Grants also tend to be based on incremental COStS0 The government

11 give money to cover the extra cost of installing an energy

efficient system But if you design a system that costs no more than a

convent system, that has zero incremental cost, then you get noth

the development of systems toward the expensive and

tical$ If s should be given for design$

is more pract than expensive hardware $

therefore

Good des

In addition~ a will tend to lock the grantee into the proposed

A system tored by NASA because it was supported

a cannot be modified along the way, whereas good engineering

sense t dictate constant refinements and modifications to take

advantage of operating experience~ The need for the grantor to monitor

and regulate the grantee represents additional overhead for the commer

cial company



Regulations: There are also problems with regulations, of courseo

They are notoriously difficult to enforce, particularly where the opera

tions being covered are camplexQ Building owners may use regulations

such as Building Energy Performance Standards (BEPS) to justify with

holding payment on contracts, and some types of regulations may restrict

the choice of designers~

Those Who are regulated are often not happy about the fact, since

regulations cost time and paperwork, as well as often driving up the

price of construction and affecting the market@ There are technical

problems with the regulationso The emergency temperature regulations do

not work well with existing thermostats 0 In some seasons a building may

cycle from heating in the morning to cooling in the afternoon; existing

thermostats have to be reset each time this happens, since allowed tem

perature in the cooling mode is not the same as that in the heating

mode& Proof of performance is a difficult technical problem 0 Under

grandfather clauses, many of the most inefficient buildings escape regu

lation$

Nevertheless, regulations are already a part of everyday life for

the construction tradeo They serve the purpose of increasing awareness

and motivating the unpersuadable, superseding regulatory and administra

tive barriers to the contrarY0 There may be a place for regulations in

resolving barriers related to lease provisions 0 To be successful, they

must be s e to understand and to enforce, flexible, well-accepted by

the business community, and effective in achieving their stated goals~

The emergency t ations are perceived by operators

and others as difficult or impossible to put into practice and· ineffec

tive in actually saving energY0 Such a situation lowers the credibility

of the regulatory agencies and the energy conservation efforte If

building standards are to be promulgated, we recommend a flexible stan

dard allowing a choice of compliance based either on design performance

or a menu of prescriptive standards~ The design process must be, as far

as possible, unbiased regarding specific technologies or design choices0

It is possible that such standards should not be based on an energy

measure such as Btu per square foot but on dollar savings or marginal

cost calculations for energy sources in the areao Pure energy measures



ignore the variation in regional availability of different sources of

energy, including renewable sources, and may not accurately represent

rational design choice&

Pricing: Of course, basing tax incentives or regulations on the dol

lar as the cammon denominator between various energy sources and effi

ciency improvements makes it very important for the pricing mechanism to

be unbiasede It seems clear that energy efficiency will not be effi

ciently implemented until the price of energy reflects the true costS0

However this is achieved, it is a necessary prerequisite for rational

decisionmaking by energy consumers $ In comparison, other incentives

such as tax credits or regulations are clumsy and inequitable~

Education: Each time we have listed an institutional barrier to

implementation of energy conservation, education has been one of the

first solutions to come to mind~ By education we mean a combination of

information sharing and motivation$ There are many separate individuals

and roles involved in design, construction, and operation, and each is

crucial in achieving greater energy efficiency& If you attempt to con

vince a buil owner that a conservat investment is worthwhile, the

owner may say, uTell it to my bank! They don't understand it and they

won't approve it&" The bank will say its accountants don't understand

it, and the operating 11 say that the building owner doesn't

care0 All actors s drama must understand why energy conservation

is necessary and how it works~

The pr source of ion for practic professionals and

business is the profess association~ Association meetings

and convent reach a significant proportion of each group0 They pro-

vide a channel for ion that is respected and validated by peers $

so a democratic mechanism for such groups to provide

the policy-making process$ Federal agencies ignore them only

at own 1; are poor enemies and could be good ends@

What is needed is increased Federal support for educational programs

such associations, including both funding and technical help,

which should be made available over a number of years0



This cannot be a haphazard, one-shot program and still reach a signi

cant number of peoplee

In particular, there are professional associations for architects,

consulting engineers, building owners and managers, contractors, operat

ing engineers, accountants, building inspectors and code officials, and,

last but not least, the financial cammunitY$ All of these groups must

be more knowledgeable about energy considerations and must recognize the

need for extra effort0 Investing in educational programs for these cru

cial groups may be a more cost-effective approach to the problem than

Federal government regulations, grants, or subsidies

The educational strategy should stress practical measures and cost

considerations It should not be biased toward particular technologies $

It should emphasize the examples set by successful peers $ Information

must be perceived as accurate, , and objective&

The educational approach is more difficult to evaluate than the

hardware approach, but the effects are more lasting$ Such a program

should not be put together one year and dropped the next; a sustained

and thoughtful effort is necessarY$ The Cooperative Extension Service

of the UoS Department of Agriculture in its early years is a possible

model~ Al the Service a step in the right

lon, funding through state energy offices has not always led to

i program des More c and sustained effort by

~~-~=~sional associat

the

vice, the

of is necessary) working through an extension'ser-

, or both~

in the energy conservation field, even though

and motivated, admit they need help In

up with the ly changing technologye A data system provid-

to s the design and construction industry

t help technology transfer~

index, abstract, and disseminate

The system should accumulate,

information on energy conservation

technologies and procedures, including costs and savings where possible*

No single firm can afford to accumulate and analyze all the available

information~ The indus can best use information that is correctly

abstracted and aimed at the most probable users~ This information may



include computer programs and other softwaree An existing institution,

such as the National Institute of Building Sciences, might be funded to

fulfill this function&

Alternate Practices: The consulting engineer is a key figure in

selecting and designing the correct system from the available choices&

Present fee structures, based on a percentage of the building cost, do

not allow an engineer to put in the necessary time to produce an

energy-efficient design that ts the individual circumstance of the

building to be constructed, nor is there enough incentive for the

engineer to design practically and efficiently& A change in the fee

structure is one way to encourage energy efficiencyo Either we should

separate fees for an energy analysis and an energy-conscious start-up

and check out, or establish a "fee bonus" for energy savings as compared

to a mean based on building areao

Another approach to the design problem is the concept of the design

team~ A team, consisting of the architect, consulting engineers, and

contractors, designs, estimates, and writes specifications for the

desired building at the desired priceo They pool their expertise to

create a cost-effective and energy-efficient designo They may be able

to prepurchase energy-e

the construction sequence 0

ient equipment, and save time and money in

Both be encouraged by the federal government

through its own building program 0 The federal government is the largest

consumer of energy, a

loans and s of an

ic landlord, and the benefactor through

amount of public and private construc-

tion0 The promotion of alternate approaches to the design process

thr and e is an appropriate use of this leverage~

Of course, the federal government should also use its leverage, directly

or t to ensure that buildings constructed with its support are

energyefficiente

The energy service company is a concept that is beginning to gain

attention~ It is a largely untried but potentially viable enterprise~

The energy ce company, th its own expertise and capital, would

contract with a Iding owner to make energy conserving improvements on



the building~ It would invest its own capital and be paid back out of

energy savings~ There are th this concepte The savings must

be validated and separated from savings that arise from the behavior of

the occupants or routine maintenance &

With this concept, there is a lar separation of incentives as

that between renter and landlord~ If the tenants pay the

utilities, they have an incentive to behave an energy-efficient way

but little incentive to make capital s in the building If

the landlord pays the ut ities, the landlord has an incentive to make

capital improvements (unless the costs and savings are passed through

automatically, as in some leases) but the as individuals have no

incentive not to waste energy~ 1 if the energy service company

has assumed the energy costs, and charges the Iding owner a set fee

from· which the company makes its profit based on conservation improve-

ments, the building owner occupants lose their ive to care

or tax credits areof the

The company t have to become, in

~ft~r_~?~,~o,~ry manager, with control over maintenance and ther-

However) there may be solutions

, and the energy service company

owner short on expertise or

to these and other account

could be an attrac

arly if a

passed on to the ownerqp

about energy-e

effect, a

mostats and

RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGIES

th HVAC and light-

to the total energy consumption-

storm runoff, land-use planning

does not sin

must be

and sewage di

attent

of

, sit

and facility use, and

, and construe

water and sewer flows also involve energy use

that water use

years to come0 Excess

11 be a problem in the

and treatment 0 We are th waterless compost-

ing t lets, cut water use about SO percent, ou.r



demonstration office buildinge We are also experimenting with grey

water treatment and hope to cut our sewer output to zer06 We have a

stormwater retention system including storage and use of water for

energy storage, sprinklers, and heating and coolinge We are experiment

ing with filtration of water for drinking purposes, so that the building

may be self-sufficient in terms of water and sewers. We recommend this

as a direction for further research and development $ It makes sense as

an energy strategy as well as from a general environmental perspectivee

We also recommend HVAC technologies for commercial, industrial, and

institutional buildings that use water source heat pumpSe Although the

Thornton demonstration building uses both active and passive solar sys

tems, for the wide range of buildings, storage may be more important $

The combination of a chiller and water storage allows the building sys

tem to take heat generated by people, lights, equipment, and solar gain,

and store it overnight for use in warming the building the next morning $

The system allows night "push back" (an improvement on night setback) in

which the interior space is cooled to 50° overnight and the heat is

stored for the next mornings A variable air volume system allows effi

cient control of temperatures as well as balancing temperatures The

concept was developed by Mr& A~ I~ McFarlans

c ion for office space in our bui ng is approximately

30,000 Btu per square foot per year, including all energy for all pur-

poses The c a water source heat pump to provide efficient

heat and cool for can be expanded to include dis-

trict heat Water in ductile pipe, buried without insulation,

would c te from bui to The ground temperature would

act as a moderat on the system, which could heat or cool

ef iently with proper water temperatures and depthse A large number

of heat sources or heat sinks could be linked by the ductile iron pipe,

can last for centur underground--much longer than with conven-

tional heat and cooling mains, Which are much more expensive and less

durable~ Waste heat from i power plants, trash incinerators,

solar collectors, or water llers could be used.



The water-source heat pump in combination with heat storage is an

HVAC concept characterized versati ty and efficiencY$ It uses off

the-shelf components and enables building operators to control the

environment in novel ways, such as night pushback and flywheel" heating

and cooling 0 It can utilize a wide variety of heat sources and heat

sinks to adapt to the local situation$ We recommend it for further

research and demonstration projects~

We see further energy conservation opportunities in coordinated

planning, siting, design, and construction of commercial-industrial

institutional buildings) $ The grouping of related businesses or insti

tutions near a single site would reduce t and transportation costs,

and therefore energy costs~ Businesses and ins tutions can save by

collectively purchasing energy audit, design, or construction expertise~

Such arrangements should be sanctioned and encouraged wherever possiblee




